Building long-lasting sod-wall bunkers like in the Old Country

By TERRY BUCHEN

Arcadia, Mich. — In keeping with the links-type theme of Arcadia Bluffs Golf Club overlooking Lake Michigan here, course architects Rick Smith and Warren Henderson have incorporated many sod-wall sand bunkers with excellent results.

"In our sod-wall bunker design — drainage behind, below and around — the almost vertical stacking of sod is paramount for their long-term survival," said Henderson. "As long as there are very good drainage characteristics, the sod will last a long time and will not have to be replaced every two to three years."

Crews are using a locally grown bluegrass sod cut the normal 18-inch width and thickness for all the sod walls. The bottom row is laid approximately 6 inches above the bottom of the bunker soil subgrade. A 1-inch layer of soil is laid on top of each row and then the next row of sod is laid upside down, alternating back and forth (green side up; green side down, etc.) in the process.

As this occurs, the next row of sod is laid slightly back, keeping as vertical as possible while laying it back towards the existing soil slope, Henderson said.

"All of our surface drainage around the sod-wall bunkers does not allow any water to get behind the sod wall," said Tim Furness, president of Furness Golf Construction, Inc., which is building the course. "This keeps the sod from getting too wet so it will not rot-out very fast at all."

Furness crews also are adding conventional 4-inch perforated ADS-type drain tile and gravel, in a herringbone design, to the bottoms of each bunker on 15-foot centers, or less.

"In maintaining our sod-wall bunkers, we have used a string-line trimmer, with the head flipped upside down, to mow the turf as closely as possible while still allowing a well-played shot," said course superintendent Paul Emling. "Our maintenance goal is to try to keep the turf relatively short, durable, flexible, affordable
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